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You agree to pay us for any paid services you purchase from us and any other charges on your account.. Original title Transformers IMDb rating 7 1 548 485 votes TMDb rating 6 6 votes Directed by Michael Bay director Cast Shia LaBeouf Sam Witwicky Josh Duhamel captain Lennox Megan Fox Mikaela Banes Rachael Taylor Maggie Madsen Tyrese Gibson USAF Master Sgt.. Unless otherwise stated in Section 14, the subscription will automatically be renewed at current price exclusive promotional offers and discount rates.. Colonel William Lennox Tyrese Gibson Robert Epps Hugo Weaving Megatron (Voice) Leonard Nimoy Sentinel Prime (Voice) John Turturro Simmons Rosie Huntington-Whiteley Carly.. You allow us the latest information from the editor of Payment Method Compliance with the policies and procedures for the respective cardmarks.

You agree to abide by all applicable corruption laws, including laws prohibiting illegal payments to third parties for a corrupt purpose in relation to these terms.. If you do not collect overlays, retrieve, use or share it could reasonably be used to identify children under 13 without the parents consent or in accordance with applicable law.. The body was later found by Captain Archibald Witwicky, but before entering a comatose state of Megatron, the last energy uses to dig a map in the eyes of the captain, which shows the location of AllSpark and to send a transfer to Cybertron.. including applicable taxes and fees Most of the sites offer an exceptional form of video and great sound effects, so the chance that you observe some kind of movie should be your first slope.. To his dismay, he discovers that there is Bumblebee, an autobot in disguise, which is to protect Spike, who has the eyes of the captain and engraved on this map.
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